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      Roulette
     


      Guide on how to play roulette online
     

      Roulette is one of the preferred casino games in New Zealand. So let's talk about everything: from betting systems and House advantages to online roulette variants and the rise of live dealer roulette!
     






       Best online casinos to play roulette in New Zealand
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                   100% up to 500 EUR + 200 free spins and 1 bonus crab
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% up to 800$ + 200 free spins and 1 bonus crab
                   

           Bonus
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                   1st deposit - 100% match up to 400
                   

           Bonus
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                   1st deposit - 100% match up to 400
                   

           Bonus
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                   1st deposit - 100% match up to 300
                   

           Bonus
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                   200% on 1st deposit UP TO €500 + 160 FREE SPINS
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% bonus  worth up to C$166
                   

           Bonus
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                   1ST DEPOSIT 125% UP TO 100EUR
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% up to $500 + 50fs
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% up to 300 euros
                   

           Bonus
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                   200% up to 500 euros + 100 free spins on first deposit
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% bonus on the first deposit up to 200USD
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% on 1st deposit up to 200€
                   

           Bonus
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                   180% bonus on 1st deposit
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% to 1st deposit
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% bonus  worth up to c$166
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% up to 200€ EUR + 70FS
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% Bonus on your first deposit worth up to $500 + 100 Free Spins
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% + up to 500 FS
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% + up to 500 FS
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                   100% + up to 500 FS
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                   100% up to 500Є + 200FS
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                   100% + 100 free spins up to €500 or 5BTC
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% + 200 free spins up to $6000 or 5BTC
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                   100% + 150 free spins up to $1500 or 5BTC
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                   100% on 1st deposit up to $500 + 100 Free Spins
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% match bonus up to $300 plus 50 free spins
                   

           Bonus
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                   $2500+ 250 Free Spins
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% up to 100 euro
                   

           Bonus
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                   50 FREE SPINS on the Book of Dead
                   

           Bonus
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                   235% + 30 FS on Goblins: Gluttony of Gems
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                   100% on 1st deposit UP TO €111 + 33 FREE SPINS
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                   100% BONUS UP TO 500€ + 200 Free Spins
                   

           Bonus
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           Bonus
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                   2000 EUR + 200 free spins
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                   100% up to CA$900 + 150 free spins on Book of Dead
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% bonus up to €500 + 250 Free Spins
                   

           Bonus
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                   up to 2000$ + 200 FS
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      What are the best casinos to play roulette online?
     


      To be able to choose the best sites to play roulette online, it is important that you choose one
      
       licensed and regulated online casino
      
      but there are other factors that we will talk about during this analysis.
     


      In the list below you can check out the best casinos to play roulette online:
     

	

        Spin
       

	

        888 casino
       

	

        Betclic
       

	

        Mate
       

	

        Rizk
       




      Is playing roulette online New Zealand legal?
     


      Playing roulette online New Zealand is 100% legal in New Zealand casinos, you can rest easy!
     


      However, as long as you choose one
      
       reliable bookmaker
      
      , with a good reputation in the market and that holds the operating license of the
      
       Gaming Inspection regulation service
      
      , you can bet on roulette online without the slightest problem!
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      How to play live roulette in New Zealand?
     


      The games in the
      
       modality Live do not yet have a license
      
      operating in the New Zealand market. That is, when in New Zealand, choose to play in the RNG roulette format. The version with live dealer is not yet legalized in the country, but this is only a matter of time for it to occur. 🤗
     


      Are online roulette games rigged?
     


      Definitely not. As well as games of
      
       slot
      
      ,
      
       baccarat
      
      or even
      
       video poker
      
      , the mechanism that ensures the randomness of the results of these games is known as RNG, or random number generator.
     


      All licensed online roulette sites around the world offer 100% fair and transparent roulette games. One stipulation for obtaining a license, in New Zealand's case the SRIJ, is that operators agree to be independently audited on a periodic basis.
     


	
          You know what?
         
	
          Roulette numbers are arranged in such a way that black and red alternate, as do even and odd numbers. In the end, consecutive numbers of the same color also have the sum 37 in most combinations.
         




      Why play roulette online for real Money?
     


      Online roulette vs traditional casino roulette
     


	
	

           Online roulette
          
	

           Roulette in a physical casino
          

	

           Play from your abode
          
	
          ✔
         	
          ✖
         
	

           Bonus
          
	
          ✔
         	
          ✖
         
	

           Promotions
          
	
          ✔
         	
          ✖
         
	

           Roulette tournaments
          
	
          ✔
         	
          ✖
         




      🏠 Play from your abode
     


      Nothing beats the convenience of playing from the comfort of your own home (or anywhere you are, for that matter!)
     


      When you join an online roulette casino, you will have the option to play multiple virtual games or join live roulette tables at any time of the day from your desktop or mobile device.
     


      Usually, you will also be able to wager lower amounts compared to playing roulette in a traditional casino, where the stakes are usually high!
     


      🤑 Benefit from online roulette bonuses
     


      Most sign-up offers at the latest online casinos will give bonus funds that can increase your bankroll at the roulette tables.
     


      Just keep in mind that some casinos choose to limit the percentage of eligible bets to offset the wagering requirements. This is due to the relatively low house edge of the roulette tables, compared to other card games and slots.
     


      🤗 Access to roulette promotions
     


      In addition to the basic virtual roulette bonuses, some casino operators also distribute bonus funds exclusively on their roulette games.
     


      This can give the the chance to play more on the RNG roulette tables and with live dealer, a give extra chips, bonuses or cashback at specific times of the week.
     


      There may also be special promotions that pay higher prizes if you manage to win specific roulette bets!
     


      🕹️Roulette tournaments
     


      Some online casinos like to spice things up by hosting tournaments on their live roulette games.
     


      The outcome of these tournaments will usually be determined based on your Roulette winnings, and the prizes will usually consist of extra bonuses or even real money!
     


	
          You know what?
         
	
          The James Bond strategy is multiplay where the player bets on 3 different roulette locations. Thus, it covers about 68% of roulette, which makes the chances of winning quite high.
         




      Online roulette-Live dealer and RNG roulette (virtual)
     


      If you're new to online roulette, stay tuned as we explain the pros and cons of playing RNG-operated virtual roulette and live dealer roulette:
     


	
	

           Live Dealer Roulette
          
	

           RNG (Virtual roulette)
          

	

           Real croupier
          
	
          ✔
         	
          ✖
         
	

           Physical roulette
          
	
          ✔
         	
          ✖
         
	

           Chat feature
          
	
          ✔
         	
          ✖
         
	

           Play for free
          
	
          ✖
         	
          ✔
         
	

           Tournaments and promotions
          
	
          ✔
         	
          ✖
         




      🔴 Live roulette games
     


      Live Dealer Roulette is designed to create the most engaging roulette experience on your desktop or mobile.
     


      In addition to the interactive nature of live roulette games, many live casino studios are innovating to bring us new live roulette variants, with additional features such as increased payouts!
     




        Find the best Live Casino games here!
       




      ⚫ Virtual roulette games online
     


      Virtual roulette online games are played in the same way as video games.
     


      The digital roulette wheel spins and all bets are determined immediately by the casino software once the ball lands in the slot – an outcome that is determined by the RNGs.
     


      Learn to play!
     


      Do you know how roulette works? What are the main strategies and how should play virtual roulette? Our team is here to help you with that!
     


      Basic roulette rules
     


      When playing roulette online, you must first adjust the bet amount. Right after, click on the houses you want to bet – you will have up to 30 seconds to decide - and then the ball will start spinning around the roulette wheel.
     


      If your bet is a winner, the amount will immediately fall into the balance, and then it's time to bet again, or stop.
     


      For Live Roulette online games the mechanism is the same, the dealer will play the ball as soon as he sets his bet and then the prize will be paid to the players who get the winning bets.
     


      The possible bets that players can make in the game of casino roulette are:
     

	
       0 or double zero (00), if any;
      
	
       Betting on one of the roulette numbers, with no particular color;
      
	
       Betting on the colors black or red, with a 50% chance of success, located at the upper and lower ends of the table;
      
	
       Betting on even and odd numbers (even/odd);
      
	
       Betting on dozens: the first dozen (from 1 to 12), the second (from 13 to 24), or the third (from 25 to 36) of the numbers present on the table;
      
	
       Betting on columns: in one of the three: the first one can bet on the numbers: 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34. In the second column: 2, 5 , 8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 23, 26, 32, 35. And the third: 3, 6, 9,12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36;
      
	
       For groups of 18 numbers: with 50% options to win, that is: in the group of low numbers from 1 to 18, or in the high numbers: from 19 to 36.
      



      Know the complex bets
     


      When we are talking about betting on roulette, in addition to various tips and tricks, there are bets on the game, which is are a little more comprehensive than simple bets-are the so-called complex bets. They involve betting on two or four numbers that are adjacent to each other and require a bit more strategy.
     



       Complex bet on two simple numbers
      



      It is a single bet, but on two numbers, with which the probability of hitting is only twice that of a normal single bet. The only requirement for placing these bets is that the two numbers are in squares of the glued board; that is, next to each other.
     




        :: For example:
       

      place your bet on 1 and 2, or 11 and 12, or 16 and 19, or 29 and 30. These two numbers that you choose for your bet can be together vertically and horizontally, thus increasing the chance of winning. To place this bet simply place the chips of your bet on the line of the board between the two chosen numbers. This is also called
      
       Split Bet.
      




       Complex bet on a group of four numbers
      



      With the same basic principle as the previous bet, however in this case, we will place bets on four numbers. These groups of four numbers can be both horizontally and vertically.
     




        :: For example:
       

      place a bet for the group of (16, 17, 19 and 20), or for the group of (32, 33, 35 and 36), and so on. The only requirement of this bet is that the numbers lie next to each other. To place this bet, you must place your chips at the intersection between these 4 adjacent squares and the dealer, then you will see that this is your move!
     


      Types of bets and odds of winning at roulette
     


      To make it easier to understand, we have made a table with the odds of winning and
      
       payment
      
      when playing roulette. Remember that the data below refers to the dollarpeia and French Roulette, from a single 0.
     


	

           Bet
          
	

           Type of BET
          
	

           Probability
          
	

           Payment
          
	

           House advantage
          

	

           Par (even)
          
	
          External
         	
          48,6%
         	
          1: 1
         	
          2,7%
         
	

           Odd (odd)
          
	
          External
         	
          48,6%
         	
          1: 1
         	
          2,7%
         
	

           Red (red)
          
	
          External
         	
          48,6%
         	
          1: 1
         	
          2,7%
         
	

           Black (black)
          
	
          External
         	
          48,6%
         	
          1: 1
         	
          2,7%
         
	

           Single number (straight-up)
          
	
          External
         	
          2,7%
         	
          35: 1
         	
          2,7%
         
	

           Horse (split)
          
	
          Built
         	
          5,4%
         	
          17: 1
         	
          2,7%
         
	

           Street (street)
          
	
          Built
         	
          8,1%
         	
          11: 1
         	
          2,7%
         
	

           Esquina (corner)
          
	
          Built
         	
          10,8%
         	
          8: 1
         	
          2,7%
         
	

           Line Six
          
	
          Built
         	
          16,2%
         	
          5: 1
         	
          2,7%
         




      Roulette betting systems and strategies
     


      It will not be difficult to find several books on roulette strategies. Over the years, many theories, strategies and tips to increase the chances of winning have been formulated by scholars and players who have devoted years to trying to understand how this game works.
     


      🔴
      
       Martingale
      



      The Martingale roulette system is the most famous among players, and also the most effective. The strategy consists of the constant prolongation of a play, that is, we make a bet, if we win, we continue with the same bet, and if we lose, we repeat the bet with twice the amount played, to always recover our losses.
     


      ⚫
      
       Reverse Martingale
      



      Just as the name says, the reverse Martingale system is the opposite of the previous one. For each win in the game, the bet must be doubled, and for each loss, the initial bet must be returned. In numbers, this method is less effective than the previous original system.
     


      🔴
      
       Fibonacci
      



      The Fibonacci system is based on a numerical progression, an existing sequence formed from the number 1 as the initial number and get the next number in the sequence, to add the previous two: 1-1-2-3-4-8-13... This strategy is valid only for outside bets of the game. When we win, we will go back two positions in a row and bet on that number, and if we lose, we will bet the next amount.
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      The different types of roulette
     


      Online casinos usually offer up to two different types of roulette for their players, but there are 3 strands of roulette that are the most popular-European, American and French-and we'll look at how they work below.
     


      🔴 Dollarpeia roulette
     


      The dollarpeia Roulette is the most popular among the other versions. There is a total number of houses in this game of 37, with a zero at the end of the table, making the house edge in this mode 2.70%.
     


      ⚫
      
       American roulette
      



      American Roulette is known for having the so-called Double zero (00), which was added to the roulette wheel to give the casino more chances to win, which corresponds to a 5.26% advantage (House Edge).
     


      🔴
      
       French roulette
      



      French roulette is very similar to dollarpeia roulette, with only one zero in the game. What changes in this aspect is that the house edge is the lowest among all the others, with only 1.35%.
     


      🔜 Live roulette –
      
       a classic game airs!
      



      Live roulette is the most exciting option when it comes to playing roulette online.
     


      In this game, you can play roulette with a real dealer who spins a physical roulette wheel after receiving bets from players.
     


      The dealer and roulette will be located in a live casino studio and the action will be streamed directly to your screen.
     


      You can place your bets digitally, chat with the dealer via a chat feature and watch the action unfold before your eyes!
     


      How to play live roulette
     


      Do you know how to play roulette? Well, live roulette games are offered in two formats – studio live roulette and land-based casino roulette streams.
     


      Both formats work in a similar way:
     

	
       Register for an account on a roulette online casino and go to the live casino section ;
      
	
       Make sure you have some balance in your account;
      
	
       Check out the selection of roulette games in live mode;
      
	
       Choose an online roulette game that accepts bets you are comfortable with;
      
	
       Click on the game roulette online to enter
      
	
       Place your bets when the dealer asks you to
      
	
       Wait for the dealer to spin the wheel and the ball lands on the winning number!
      



      Different variants of Live roulette may have different rules and / or additional features. Make sure you are familiar with these roulette rules before you bet too much.
     


      You always have the option to chat with the dealer if you have any questions or concerns!
     


	
          You know what?
         
	
          If you're new to live roulette, you can try Evolution Gaming's first-person Roulette. This game combines RNG roulette with a clive casino-like experience thanks to an immersive 3D table environment. It's perfect if you'd like to practice for free before joining a real table!
         




      What you need to know before playing roulette online
     


      Although Roulette is a game of chance, this does not mean that it cannot improve your chances of winning at online roulette.
     


      Here are three tips we share to get you started on the right foot!
     


      1. Familiarize yourself with the Basic Rules, bets and payouts
     


      You should always know the rules of the roulette variant you are playing.
     


      Most online roulette games follow similar rules, so learning the Basic Rules should be enough to get you started.
     


      Knowing what bets you can place and your chances of winning for each type of BET will help you follow a strategy that can improve your chances of winning.
     


      2. Learn all roulette betting strategies
     


      There are different betting strategies that work well in Roulette.
     


      While no strategy can totally beat the house edge, a good strategy can ensure consistent wins that won't break the bank!
     


      Some of the most famous Roulette strategies include The Martingale system, the Reverse Martingale, Fibonacci and the James Bond Strategy.
     


      3. Plan your budget and your time
     


      It is not advisable to use your entire budget in just a few rounds.
     


      To increase your chances of winning and your playing time, we suggest splitting your budget into smaller bets.
     


      More spins mean more chances to win and a longer session to have fun!
     


      In case you feel inclined to bet more than you can afford, we recommend that you check out our betting page
      
       Responsible Gambling
      
      to discover the help and tools available.
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          You know what?
         
	
          The James Bond betting strategy was invented by Ian Fleming, the author of the James Bond series. He claimed his "foolproof" system could earn him the “price of a good dinner” if he used it every night. He wasn't exactly right.
         






        In addition, we have a guide to the most famous and popular strategy to win in the game of roulette!
       




      How to improve your game
     


      In addition to knowing the rules and strategies of roulette well, there are other ways to improve as a roulette player.
     


      🔴 Read our games and casino reviews
     


      Our reviews will help you choose the best roulette games and the best casinos to play them.
     


      Taking the time to read our game reviews will give you a good indication of the payouts you can expect from each online roulette variant.
     


      On the other hand, our casino reviews will tell you which casinos offer the best Roulette bonuses and promotions.
     


      ⚫ Play roulette for free
     


      There are online casinos that offer free roulette games that you can enjoy a use 'virtual money'.
     


      They are RNG virtual roulette games, as they are the cheapest games to operate.
     


      It is not possible to play live roulette games for free, due to the personnel and technology costs incurred in operating these tables.
     


      You will usually find a number of virtual roulette games that you can play for free in a casino's collection of table games.
     


      🔴 Watch streamers to discover new tips
     


      Watching the pros can help you develop a solid roulette strategy.
     


      Fortunately, you have plenty of opportunities to watch live roulette games streamed from different online casinos on platforms like Twitch, YouTube or Facebook Gaming.
     


      Popular roulette streamers include RuzgarKartal, Karl Roulette and LetsGiveitASpin.
     


	
          You know what?
         
	
          The number on which the James Bond character bets in most 007 movies, 17 is quite a bet in roulette games around the world. The number sits in the center of the board and is famous for being behind some great historical wins, probably due to the fact that players tend to choose it more than other numbers.
         




      Play roulette on your phone 📲
     


      In recent years, roulette games have been exceptionally adapted to the
      
       mobile game.
      



      You can play most RNG and Live Roulette online games on your mobile device and still enjoy an immersive experience in portrait or landscape mode.
     


      Providers have made it easier than ever to place your bets and get involved in the game on mobile thanks to the latest technological innovations.
     


      A mobile app comes with some additional advantages compared to playing in your browser, such as ease of access on your smartphone or tablet and push notifications.
     


      Popular live roulette providers
     


      There are several
      
       supplier
      
      who are at the forefront of Live Roullete games.
     


      A
      
       Evolution Gaming
      
      it is perhaps the provider with the most diverse portfolio, offering not only Classic Live Roulette, but also other interesting variants such as
      
       Lightning Roulette
      
      and the
      
       Immersive Roulette
      
      .
     


      Playtech comes in second place, thanks to its cutting-edge software and variants such as
      
       Speed Roulette
      
      ,
      
       Prestige Roulette
      
      and
      
       Age of Gods Roulette
      
      . This is a live American roulette game combined with bonus rounds in the famous slot
      
       Age of the Gods
      
      from Playtech, and the possibility to win 4 jackpots in addition to the normal roulette winnings!
     


      Other live Roulette online providers include
      
       Pragmatic Play
      
      and
      
       NetEnt Live
      
      .
     


      Conclusion
     


      We conclude that Roulette is a simple game but you should know its rules and strategies. Now that you know a little more about this game, we wish you good luck and play responsibly.
     







       Frequently Asked Questions
      




         How to play live roulette in New Zealand
        


          Live games are not yet licensed in the New Zealand market. That is, when in New Zealand, choose to play in the RNG roulette format.
         







         How to play roulette online?
        


          The game begins when the dealer places the ball on the casino roulette wheel, and so the small ball will spin around. Meanwhile, players arrange the chips they would like to bet. When bets are being placed and the ball is close to a stop, the dealer will dictate when to end the bets and then wait for the moment the ball lands on a number.
         







         What types of roulette to play online?
        


          Basically, there are three different types of roulette that you can find when you go to a physical casino, or even online, and they are: dollarpeia Roulette, American roulette and French roulette.
         







         How to play free roulette?
        


          The vast majority of roulette games can be played in demo mode, completely free. Live Roulette games, on the other hand, do not, as these are happening during real time, not allowing a player to test the same.
         







         What is the best online roulette?
        


          Online casinos usually offer up to two different types of roulette for their players, but there are 3 strands of roulette that are the most popular-European, American and French. The dollarpeia version is the most popular among the other versions.
         







         What are the best online Roulettes in New Zealand?
        


          New Zealand online roulette casinos usually offer up to two different types of roulette for their players, but there are 3 strands of online roulette that are the most popular - dollarpeia, American and French.
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       Are you looking for the best casino games and the biggest bonuses on the market? Bianz is waiting for you! We have tried and tested all the casinos in New Zealand, and we only choose the most reliable and fun ones to bet your money on. Stay on top of our news and updates to make the most of your online casino experience!
      



        Sign up for our newsletter and receive the latest casino offers, promotions and exclusive offers!
       








          Register
         











        I am over 18 years old.
       





        I agree to receive marketing updates.
       


        By sending us your email, you agree that you have reviewed and accepted our privacy and cookies policy.
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